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Description: 
The rise of intelligence and computation within technology has created 
an eruption of potential applications in numerous professional industries. 
Techniques such as data analysis, cloud computing, machine learning, and 
others have altered the traditional processes of various disciplines including 
healthcare, economics, transportation, and politics. Information technology in 
today’s world is beginning to uncover opportunities for experts in these fields 
that they are not yet aware of. The exposure of specific instances in which these 
devices are being implemented will assist other specialists in how to successfully 
utilize these transformative tools with the appropriate amount of discretion, 
safety, and awareness. Considering the level of diverse uses and practices 
throughout the globe, the fifth edition of the Encyclopedia of Information Science 
and Technology series continues the enduring legacy set forth by its predecessors as a premier reference that 
contributes the most cutting-edge concepts and methodologies to the research community.  

The Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Fifth Edition is a three-volume set that includes 134 
original and previously unpublished research articles that present multidisciplinary research and expert insights 
into new methods and processes for understanding modern technological tools and their applications as well as 
emerging theories and ethical controversies surrounding the field of information science. Highlighting a wide range 
of topics such as natural language processing, decision support systems, and electronic government, this book 
offers strategies for implementing smart devices and analytics into various professional disciplines. The techniques 
discussed in this publication are ideal for IT professionals, developers, computer scientists, practitioners, managers, 
policymakers, engineers, data analysts, and programmers seeking to understand the latest developments within this 
field and who are looking to apply new tools and policies in their practice. Additionally, academicians, researchers, 
and students in fields that include but are not limited to software engineering, cybersecurity, information technology, 
media and communications, urban planning, computer science, healthcare, economics, environmental science, data 
management, and political science will benefit from the extensive knowledge compiled within this publication.
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